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Abstract
Of the nearly 35 million people in the USA who are hearing im-
paired, only an estimated 25% use hearing aids (HA). A good
number of HAs are prescribed but not used partially because of
the time to convergence for best operation between the audiol-
ogist and user. To improve HA retention, it is suggested that
a machine learning (ML) protocol could be established which
improves initial HA configurations given a user's pure-tone au-
diogram. This study examines a ML clustering method to pre-
dict the best initial HA fitting from a corpus of over 90,000
audiogram-fitting pairs collected from hearing centers through-
out the USA. We first examine the final HA comfort targets to
determine a limited number of preset configurations using sev-
eral multi-dimensional clustering methods (Birch, Ward, and k-
means). The goal is to reduce the amount of adjustments be-
tween the centroid, selected as a fitting configuration to repre-
sent the cluster, and the final HA configurations. This may be
used to reduce the adjustment cycles for HAs or as preset start-
ing configurations for personal sound amplification products
(PSAPs). Using various classification methods, audiograms are
mapped to a limited number of potential preset configurations.
Finally, the average adjustment between the preset fitting targets
and the final fitting targets is examined.
Index Terms: Hearing Aids, audiogram, audiometry, cluster-
ing, classification

1. Introduction
A 2008 survey found that in the United States, 34.25 mil-
lion people reported having hearing difficulty. The same sur-
vey found that of those who reported hearing loss, only 24.6%
owned hearing aids [1]. Another study examining data from the
1999-2006 cycles of the National Health and Nutritional Exami-
nation surveys estimate that only 14.2% of Americans over fifty
with hearing loss wear a hearing aid. For those above fifty, that
is one in seven individuals with hearing loss that wears a hearing
aid [2]. Of those who do own a hearing aid, many choose not
to wear it with numbers ranging from 4.2% to 24% in various
international surveys reporting individuals who own a hearing
aid but do not use it [3, 4, 5].

Studies suggest that mild to severe hearing impairment is
associated with adverse effects on the quality of life, but that the
adverse effects may be reversible using hearing aids [6, 7, 8].
Cost, lack of insurance coverage, and the necessity of repeat
visits for customized fittings are among the barriers to obtain-
ing a hearing aid for some individuals [9]. Among those who
do own hearing aids but who do not use them, some of the most
prevalent reasons cited across various studies are reported low
hearing aid value and issues with the fit or comfort of the hear-
ing aid [3]. Low hearing aid value is associated with a number
of factors including issues with noise, difficulty adjusting to the
hearing aid, and the necessity for repeated fine-tuning of the

hearing aid to achieve the best programming for an individual.
By reducing the amount of necessary adjustment, the program-
ming process can be streamlined to make amplification products
such as hearing aids more readily accessible to more individu-
als and to improve hearing aid retention. Furthermore, in the
United States, the Over-The-Counter Hearing-Aid Act of 2017
has sparked interest in investigations of hearing aid configura-
tions.

Another motivating application in the study of amplifica-
tion product configurations includes determining settings for
personal sound amplification products (PSAPs). A PSAP is a
device similar to a hearing aid but which is intended to be used
by an individual with normal hearing (NH). Studies on clus-
tering hearing aid configurations can provide insight into the
settings of PSAPs by providing a limited number of preset con-
figurations which best represent a group of data points.

This study focuses on examining the comfort targets asso-
ciated with a hearing aid setting. The comfort target is intended
to be a measure which keeps the users of amplification devices
in a comfortable hearing range. It is intended to ensure that
high intensity sounds are not amplified to the point of nearing
the pain threshold while ensuring that low intensity sounds are
amplified in such a range that they are within the audible range
of the subject. The hearing tests used include hearing threshold
level (HTL) pure-tone audiograms.

The data set examined includes over 800,000 clients from
over 500 locations throughout the United States. Within the data
set, eleven test frequencies are listed: 125, 250, 500, 750, 1000,
1500, 2000, 3000, 4000, 6000, and 8000 Hz. Only 71% of
clients listed in the database have a value listed for at least one
test frequency. The majority of these clients, 70.34% of total
entries, have entries for the core frequencies (500, 1000, 2000,
and 4000 Hz). These four core frequencies are therefore the val-
ues examined in clustering and audiogram mapping. Roughly
16% of these audiograms are associated with a comfort target
fitting resulting in a data set of over 90,000 audiogram-fitting
pairs.

2. Proposed Solution
This study examines combining unsupervised and supervised
machine learning methods to determine a small set of hearing
aid configurations which can act as preliminary hearing aid set-
tings based on audiogram results. The proposed solution treats
the problem as two separate steps. The first step involves de-
termining a limited number of preset configurations to repre-
sent the fitting targets. To determine the similarities among the
fitting targets, various clustering methods are examined. The
centroids of the clusters are then selected as the representative
fitting targets which act as preset starting configurations for a
hearing aid and can then be adjusted to better suit each individ-
ual. The second step of the problem maps pure-tone audiograms
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to the selected preset hearing aid configurations by assigning a
classification to each audiogram based on the results of the com-
fort target clustering. Each audiogram is assigned to the same
cluster as its associated comfort target. Various classification
methods are tested to assign each audiogram to a preset config-
uration based on the cluster labels.

Fig. 1 highlights the proposed machine learning fitting pro-
cess. In particular, after taking a hearing test, a client may be
suggested an amplification product with one of the limited num-
ber of preset starting configurations. From there, a hearing aid
may be adjusted to better suit the needs of the individual.

Figure 1: An overview of the proposed solution (right) com-
pared to the traditional process one undergoes to obtain a hear-
ing aid (left). The goal is to optimize the hearing acoustic space
for a core set of pre-selected HA configurations.

3. Comfort Target Clustering
The goal of creating data clusters is to determine a small num-
ber of hearing aid comfort targets which, if used as a starting
point for all the comfort targets within the cluster, results in the
least necessary adjustment. The data point selected to represent
each cluster is the mean value or the centroid value. In order to
evaluate this, the average adjustment per frequency per cluster
is examined as well as the average total adjustment. This value
is akin to the mean absolute error with the cluster centroid or
mean acting as the predicted value. Eq. 1 shows the calculation
for the average adjustment per frequency per cluster. Here, yi

is the true value of the comfort target array, ŷi is the estimated
value (either the mean or the centroid; value selected is the one
which produces the minimum MAE), and n is the number of
comfort target arrays. Here, this value is considered the average
total adjustment.

MAE =
1

n

n∑
i=1

| yi − ŷi | (1)

Three clustering methods are explored: Ward agglomera-
tive clustering, Birch clustering, and k-means clustering.

3.1. Clustering Investigation

In order to visualize the comfort target clusters generated by the
various clustering methods, TSNE is used to project the data

into a two-dimensional space. For an initial evaluation, a ran-
dom sample of 10% of the data is selected and clustered.

Approaches such as DBSCAN, which is a density-based
clustering algorithm, considered all data points to be noise.
Spectral clustering, a computationally expensive clustering al-
gorithm, ran on a small sample of the data set, generally con-
sidered the entire data set a single cluster.

3.1.1. Agglomerative Clustering

Agglomerative clustering is a hierarchical clustering approach
which begins by considering each observation as its own clus-
ter, then merges the mutually closest nodes into a single node
in each step. The method by which clusters are merged varies
per implementation, though common implementations include
Ward, Complete, Average, and Single linkage [10]. Table 1
summarizes the results of experimenting with different linkage
criteria. Note that Ward has the lowest average total adjustment,
notably because it minimizes the variance within each cluster
similar to k-means. Fig. 2 shows these clusters projected into a
two-dimensional space. The clusters are well distinguished and
clusters 2, 3, and 4 are of roughly equal size though cluster 1
contains nearly twice as many points.

Table 1: A summary of the average total adjustment per linkage
criteria.

Linkage Criteria Average Total Adjustment

Ward 5.15
Complete 5.56
Average 5.88
Single 8.63

Figure 2: The comfort target clusters created using Ward clus-
tering.

3.1.2. Birch Clustering

Birch is an agglomerative clustering algorithm which is used to
perform hierarchical clustering over large data sets. The met-
ric used in Birch clustering is the Euclidean distance between
points [11]. Running the Birch clustering algorithm using the
same data set yields the clusters seen in Fig. 3. The clusters
again are well-defined and again of roughly equal size with clus-
ter 1 being the largest however containing a different subsection
of points.
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Figure 3: The comfort target clusters created using Birch clus-
tering.

3.1.3. K-Means Clustering

K-means is a popular clustering algorithm which determines
data clusters by iteratively selecting centroids then assigning
data points to the cluster centroids until some convergence crite-
rion is achieved. It clusters based on minimizing the inertia and
creating groups with equal variance. Fig. 4 shows the clusters
created using the k-means clustering algorithm. Notably, and as
seen in the figure, cluster 4 contains the fewest points with the
remaining clusters containing similar numbers of data points.

Figure 4: The comfort target clusters created using k-means
clustering.

3.2. Clustering Comparison

Table 2 summarizes the average total adjustment for each of the
clustering algorithms tested. Notably, the three tested methods
performed similarly despite creating alternative cluster shapes.
However, k-means performed overall the best and therefore will
be the algorithm considered for subsequent audiogram map-
ping.

3.3. K-Means Cluster Analysis

From the results of the clustering comparison, k-means per-
formed the best in terms of reducing the average total adjust-
ment between the cluster centroids and the comfort targets as-
signed to each centroid. K-means clustering is therefore per-
formed using the entire data set to assign each comfort target

Table 2: A summary of the average total adjustment for each
clustering algorithm tested.

Clustering Algorithm Average Total Adjustment

Ward 5.15
Birch 5.36

K −Means 4.92

to a cluster. These assignments are then applied to the audio-
grams associated with each comfort target. Again, using TSNE
for cluster visualization, Fig. 5 shows the final comfort target
clusters as well as the groupings created by assigning each au-
diogram the same classification as its associated comfort target.
Notably, the groupings of the audiograms appear much more
overlapped than the groupings of the original comfort targets.

Figure 5: Top: the comfort target clusters created using k-
means clustering on all data. Bottom: the groupings creating
by assigning each audiogram the same cluster labels as the as-
sociated comfort targets.

Further analysis shows that by considering the standard de-
viation of each dimension independently, an average of 26.92%
of comfort targets are within one-standard deviation of the cen-
troid value of their respective clusters. This shows that a large
portion of comfort targets are relatively close to the centroid.
Table 3 summarizes the results for each cluster.

Table 3: A summary of the percent of points falling within 1-3
standard deviations considered per dimension.

Cluster 1-STD 2-STD 3-STD

Comfort Target 1 22.64% 82.73% 97.61%
Comfort Target 2 29.03% 84.90% 97.78%
Comfort Target 3 22.06% 83.18% 97.15%
Comfort Target 4 33.95% 88.39% 97.43%

Further, it may be noted that by the nature of this task, intro-
ducing more clusters will reduce the average total adjustment.
The limitation, here four clusters, is selected to intentionally
create a very small number of presets while achieving effective
acoustic space coverage.
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4. Audiogram Mapping
In order to map the audiograms to the centroid of their respec-
tive cluster, the cluster labels are treated as classification labels.
Classification is then performed using 10-fold cross-validation
to determine the best parameters for each classifier. Of the
+90,000 audiograms with assciated comfort target fittings, 20%
were set aside to determine the testing accuracies listed in Table
4. For this task, multiple classification methods were examined.
Preliminary examinations looked at k-nearest neighbors (for its
relative speed) and decision trees (for their easily interpretable
nature). More robust classifiers were then examined including
Random Forest, XGBOOST and Multi-layer perceptron classi-
fiers resulting in slight increases in accuracy of classification as
highlighted in Table 4. However, each method examined per-
formed well, achieving similar results and mis-classifying the
same subset of data. Examining Fig. 5, this result is anticipated
due to the highly overlapped nature of the dataset.

Table 4: A summary of the classification accuracy per algo-
rithm.

Classifier Test Accuracy

Decision Tree 63.61%
K −Nearest Neighbor 63.23%

Random Forest 63.85%
SVM 64.19%

XGBOOST 64.29%
Multi− layer Perceptron 64.19%

To examine the effect of this misclassification, the average
total adjustment is again considered to determine how much a
hearing aid would need to be adjusted if the labels generated
by the classifier are used to assign an audiogram to a particular
preset fitting. In order to accomplish this, the comfort targets as-
sociated with each audiogram are assigned to the clusters based
on the results of classification. Next, the average total adjust-
ment is examined again. The results are summarized in Table
5. As anticipated, the correctly classified labels require an ad-
justment that is roughly similar to the true labels. The misclas-
sified labels introduce more variance in the clusters, requiring a
greater adjustment and increasing the average total adjustment
when considering all points thereby increasing the adjustment
for all classification labels produced using MLP classification.

Table 5: The average total adjustments considering the classifi-
cation labels determined using the MLP Classification Model.

Labels Adjustment

True Cluster Labels 4.89
Correctly Classified Labels 4.82

Misclassified Labels 9.48
All Classification Labels 6.49

In this particular application however, it is still useful to at-
tempt to narrow down potential classifications. This limits the
potential preset configurations which may be selected. By ap-
plying a softmax layer to the end of the MLP classifier and in-
stead considering the top two classifications, it is possible to de-
termine if the classification narrows down the potential starting
configurations. For analysis, if either of the top two most likely
classifications are correct, it is considered a correctly classified

example when accounting for accuracy, called the top two ac-
curacy here. This results in drastic improvements over the tra-
ditional test accuracy, indicating that it is possible, even with
relatively simple classifiers, to narrow down the preset hearing
aid configuration to one of two possibilities with a high degree
of top two accuracy. The results are summarized in Table 6.

To further fine-tune the system, strong classifications may
be specified to indicate cases where an audiogram very strongly
falls into one classification and so the associated fitting may be
recommended first. Defining a strong classification as one in
which the likelihood associated with a particular classification
is greater than the sum of the likelihoods that a data point falls
within any of the other classifications, 82.68% of the data are
considered strongly classified. The remaining data are consid-
ered weakly classified. Considering only strong classifications,
there is a 68% accuracy selecting only the maximum argument
of the softmax output (that is, considering only top individ-
ual correct classification). Applying a threshold to the defini-
tion of a strongly classified sample decreases the percentage of
data considered strongly classified, however it also increases
the strongly classified accuracy. For example, defining a strong
classification as greater than the sum of the likelihoods of all
other classes plus a threshold of 0.2 results in 59.5% of the data
considered strongly classified but with a top individual classifi-
cation accuracy of 73.3%.

Table 6: A comparison of the accuracy of the system selecting
the top one classification and the top two classification.

Accuracy Top 2 Accuracy

Strong Classifications 68.00% 95.20%
Weak Classifications 43.80% 89.10%
All Classifications 63.80% 92.70%

5. Conclusions
By using unsupervised learning methods, it is possible to deter-
mine clusters of hearing aid comfort targets which share similar
features within the acoustic hearing space. This, in turn, may
aid in hearing aid retention by fine-tuning the programming pro-
cess and reducing the time to convergence for best operation be-
tween the audiologist and user. In this case, it is advantageous
to emphasize reducing the variance within clusters in order to
minimize the amount a hearing aid must be adjusted from the
centroid location selected to represent the cluster as a preset
fitting to the final comfort targets within the cluster. Using k-
means clustering and limiting the number of clusters to four, it
was shown that it is possible to reduce the average total adjust-
ment to 4.89. Assigning audiograms to the preset configurations
proved to be a difficult task due to the highly overlapped data,
however it was possible to select the top two configurations with
a very high degree of accuracy.

Further considerations for future work could be to explore
a wider range of hearing aids. It would also be beneficial to
study classification methods which may reduce error in highly
overlapped datasets.
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